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INTRODUCTION

FIVE PHILOSOPHIES OF WILL

In the mid- to late nineteenth century, two movements

arose In Europe with apparently disparate intentions: one

embodied a purely philosophical awareness of the human 

condition, while the other spurred the psychological study 

of the human mind and human behavior. The former, Existen

tialism, currently maintains nevertheless a profoundly

intimate connection with psychology (so much so that one

particular psychological school bears its name), which in

turn embraces a number of philosophically important posi

tions. Perhaps the most Important of these is that of

freedom, and particularly, freedom of the will. Indeed

freedom is arguably the very foundation of Existentialism.

Yet, many of the theoretical implications of modern psychol

ogy would seem to restrict the claim that man is fundamen

tally free, attacking freedom by means of both psychodynamic

and behavioral determinism. We may well inquire into the 

* polarity of these Existentialist and psychological posi

tions: is it possible that one actually refutes the other,

or that the two claims are in fact reconcilable, or that ne

ither is reasonable? Clearly, such an understanding is

crucial to the foundations of Existentialism as a whole.
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Of course, the question of freedom of the will has

divided philosophers for many centuries, and a preliminary

ex-amination of several divergent orientations in this 

sphere provides a suitable backdrop for the discussion at 

hand, Baruch Spinoza, St. Thomas Aquinas, Immanuel Kant, 

John Duns Scotus and Arthur Schopenhauer represent a broad 

spectrum of conception on the matter, and each deserves a

moment In elucidating the argument.

Spinoza's view of man's will summarily dismisses any

sort of appetitive will, affirming only that will is mani

festly subsumed in cognition:

In the mind there Is no absolute or free will, but 
the mind is determined to this or that volition by 
a cause, which is also determined by another 
cause, and this again by another, and so on ad 
Inf initurn.
In the mind there is no volition or affirmation 
and negation excepting that which the Idea, in
sofar as it is an idea, Involves. ... Corollary.—
-The will and the intellect are one and the same.

To completely seal man from the possibility of any sort

of freedom, Spinoza asserts that "That thing is called free 

which exists solely by the necessity of its own nature, and

of which the action is determined by itself alone."® For

> Spinoza, all that meets this self-necessity is the nature of

God.3

The acts and thoughts of man directly trace through con

tingency to the necessary intellect in God. For man, will 

is nothing more than affirming or denying that which is true
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or false In our Ideas; will is intellectual judgment/ as 

when man's "mind affirms that the three angles of a triangle 

are equal to two right angles."5 Save for this act of pure 

intellection, man is swept along in cause and effect rela-

/ tions which cannot be transcended: to surmount these rela

tions would place man in the realm of the divine, which is 

the only place where spontaneous volition can cause the 

whorl of effect, much as the inevitability of ripples in a 

pond. We are left, much as with the Stoics, in an intrac

table fatalism.

For Thomas Aquinas, however, the will is seen as being

a special power of rational appetition. This relationship

rests in the manner in which cognition and willing occur:

the cognitive union of the object to be known is formalized

within, Impressed, as 1t were, upon the knower, while will

ing, or appetition, means an act of the subject which seeks 

or tends toward an external object.6 Hence, the will does 

achieve an activity which is absent in Spinoza, although St.

Thomas additionally allows for a passive potency of the 

will, through which virtuous habit may operate.7

Nevertheless, St. Thomas very much embraces the notion 

4 that it is only in intellectual cognition that will may be

exercised; sensory and physical desires maintain a much more 

transitory nature and are not of the power of the will,

which is directed by universal considerations. If, for

example, one is driven to drink by thirst, that individual
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engages in an act of sensory appetltlon; however, one may 

also be able to will to drink water by virtue of a rational, 

universal approach - for good health, for Instance.8 Thus, 

we might say that rationality Is the conscious understanding 

of the meaning behind, or the final cause of, a volition. 

However, limited goods, such as making a judicious decision, 

are grounded In the Perfect Good, or God; the Perfect Good 

1s the ultimate purpose, or end, to which all Intrinsically

Intellectual acts are aimed. Thus, we may say that by his

rationality, which must seek the good, man remains deter

mined by his very nature — much as Spinoza maintains, al

though in a somewhat different vein. However, St. Thomas 

holds that many deliberations concern choices not either

purely good or evil, and in judging these man exercises the

will [voluntas deliberata) in a free manner. (Additionally,

Aquinas extends beyond the act of willing to certain spec

ifications, Including the decision whether to will or not; 

thus, no man Is necessitated by any object.9) Hence, the 

Perfect Good Is deterministic since It 1s one, while a

choice among many goods is possible. Critically, It is 1n

choice that Aquinas finds freedom, the demonstrab11ity of 

g which Spinoza would deny on the basis that speculative

understanding precludes choosing. St Thomas would simply 

respond with the analysis of choosing as a synthesis of 

Intellect and will.10 St. Thomas posits that rational ap

petite determines the choice, and in this respect sides with
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Spinoza 1n a highly rational deterministic outlook, with God 

as a causal beginning and teleological end.

Immanuel Kant affirmed two aspects of will, those of

the rational will and elective will. In the former, ration

al will is made co-extensive with practical reason:

Rational beings alone have the faculty of acting 
according to the conception of laws—that is, 
according to principles, 1.e. have a wiil. Since 
the deduction of actions from principles requires
reason, the will 1s nothing but practical rea- 
« 11

In that will Is practical reason. It Is the legislation

of moral law. Kant states:

Everything in nature works according to laws.
Only a rational being has the capacity of acting 
according to the conception of laws (l.e., accord
ing to principles). This capacity Is the will. 
Since reason Is required for the derivation of 
actions from laws, will is nothing less than 
practical reason. If reason infallibly determines 
the will, the actions which such a being recog
nizes as objectively necessary are also subject
ively necessary. That is, the will Is a faculty 
of choosing only that which reason. Independently 
of Inclination, recognizes as practically neces
sary (l.e., as good). But if reason of itself 
does not sufficiently determine the will, and 1f 
the will 1s subjugated to subjective conditions 
(certain Incentives) which do not always agree 
with the objective conditions—In a word, if the 
will Is not of Itself In complete accord with 
reason (which is the actual case with men), then 
the actions which are recognized as objectively 
necessary are subjectively contingent...18

Kant, In Identifying will with reason, does not regard

sensual impulses or instinctive acts as derived from the

will. In this he much resembles both Spinoza and Aquinas.



Kant also follows Aquinas in the expectation that will 

achieves its moment 1n rational, universal and objective 

principles, which Kant formulates as Categorical Impera

tives. The form of such an Imperative determines that man 

should "act only according to that maxim by which you can at 

the same time will that it should become a universal law.1,13 

The Categorical Imperative is an example of reason willing

principles, and as such is free, in that no external object

is either consulted in or effects this act. Thus, the

acting out of the Imperative in the real world is an act of

free will.

Indeed, it is in this sense of agency in the world that

Kant uses the term elective will. The elective will follows

from either the rational or sensory impulse. "That which is

determinable only by inclination would be animal will.

Human elective will...is one which is affected, but not 

determined, by impulses."1* Thus, in consult of reason a 

choice may be made free from the determination of animal

impulses. If it is not informed, it is not free. Given

that reason dictates universally, freedom could not accept

any sort of relativism in which the elective preferences of 

H individual men would predominate.13

In the foregoing, we have seen three philosophers with 

fairly similar orientations, in that reason 1s given as the 

greatest power, with will serving as, at best, the medium to

6

reality. The following two philosophers break with this
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basic tradition and assert an ascendancy of will to at least

a position of equality with Intellect,

John Duns Scotus, a Scholastic, somewhat unties the 

relationship of reason and will, although he continues to

define the latter within the context of the former. Scotus

bifurcates will Into two distinct appetites. The natural

appetite is that aspect which is inclined to Its perfective 

good, or a proclivity toward what is good for man's Intel

lectual nature.14 In other words, we see here the same 

homage to a rational will as seen before. Scotus continues

by observing the free aspect of the will, which is not

inclination, but activity. It 1s capable of acting 1n 

accord with reason or in opposition to It,17 and 1s thereby 

free. Thus Scotus maintains, "nothing other than the will

is the total cause of volition in the w111 . "tB

This position essentially posits will as a faculty 

Independent of reason (in that its freedom 1s not contingent 

upon acting in accord with rational principles). Scotus

thus escapes one possible objection to either the Thomistlc 

or Kantian paradigm: If the will Is only free when 1t 

serves reason, does this not merely constitute an Internal 

determinism in that only one possible choice Is paradoxical

ly seen as free? For Scotus, the will Is free in and of It

self, and hence remains free when It stands in opposition to 

the dictates of reason; indeed. It Is primarily In this 

opposition that the will may be deemed to be free at all.
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Thus, in the philosophy of Scotus there may well be noted a 

freedom of will as potent as Spinoza's is austere.

Scotus also introduces the notion of "indifference" to
*

certain objects presented, a notion which demonstrates an 

actual shift in emphasis from reason to will as the effici

ent cause of volition. Vernon Bourke understands this In a

legislative sense: "the will may direct the intellect to 

consider this object or another, and the will may accept or 

reject it."19 The will is thus determined by neither object 

nor Intellect (although will is conditioned by reason),

neither externally nor Internally.

It is left, however, to Arthur Schopenhauer to create a

complete metaphysics of the will. While he squarely upholds 

cause and effect in the phenomenal world (much in response

to Scholastic and Cartesian notions of free will, such as 

that already seen in Scotus), he claims will to be the

ultimate reality behind this world of appearance:

[The reader] will recognize this will of which we 
are speaking not only in those phenomenal existen
ces which exactly resemble his own, in men and 
animals as their Inmost nature, but the course of 
reflection will lead him to recognize the force 
which germinates and vegetates in the plant, and 
Indeed the force through which the crystal is 
formed, that by which the magnet turns to the 
north pole, the force whose shock he experiences 
from the contact of two different kinds of metals, 
the force which appears 1n the elective affinities 
of matter of repulsion and attraction, decomposi
tion and combination, and, lastly, even gravita
tion, which acts so powerfully throughout mnatter, 
draws the stone to the earth and the earth to the 
sun,— all these, I say, he will recognize as 
different only in their phenomenal existence, but
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in their Inner nature as Identical, as that which
Is directly known to him so Intimately and so much 
better than anything else, and which in its most 
distinct manifestation 1s called w//7.so

*
Schopenhauer, however, unlike any of the forement1oned 

philosophers, does not accept God as a necessary precept of 

philosophy, and thereby negates any teleological In

evitability. This position leads Schopenhauer to a pro

foundly pessimistic view expressed thusly by one of his

ed1 tors:

The will of which the world (and most clearly the 
organic world, and hence, our own individual 
lives) Is the expression 1s essentially a primor
dial, ungrounded force, and a blind one. . . .That
this will Is blind means only that It has no 
further end than the mere perpetuation of exis
tence — and bare existence, contrasted with 
existing for something, is the essence of meaning- 
1 essness .E1

Nevertheless, for man the will Is free. This Is so,

Schopenhauer insists, since man's ineluctable sense of guilt 

and moral responsibility indicate a character of man, and 

"character is the empirically recognized. . . nature of an

individual w111."sa None of the acts of man is free, but 

will itself 1s non-phenomenal, and hence, transcendental.

# Will 1s dynamic energy, the power which moves and produces

all things.83

These five philosophies of will provide an historical 

background for the exploration of the notion of freedom in

the general context of Existentialist thought. While they
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are variegated and offer fundamentally opposed orientations, 

they thereby demonstrate the breadth of the spectrum of 

conceptions concerning freedom and the will. Two condi

tions, however, emerge as relatively common themes among the 

five: first, the world of appearance is understood to

adhere to causal connections, whether or not of divine

origin; second, freedom and will are non-empir1ca1, but

metaphysically part of man's psychic condition, if they may

be known in any sense.
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CHAPTER I

DOSTOEVSKY CONTRA CHERNYSHEVSKY

I even believe that the best definition of 
man Is — a creature that walks on two legs and Is 
ungrateful.

— Fyodor Dostoevsky

Notes from the Underground, widely considered the

seminal work of Fyodor Dostoevsky's mature period in that It 

formulates many of the themes in h1s subsequent classic 

novels, has been described as "the best overture for exis

tentialism ever written."1 Dostoevsky, writing 1n 1864, did 

not employ the term "existentialism" himself, but the Inten

tions of this work and Its characterization of man In the

context of society clearly demark the literary roots of what

was to become the philosophy of existentialism.

This polemical novel was born out of Dostoevsky's

intellectually violent response to the philosophy of Nikolay 

Chernyshevsky, who maintained that the complexity of human

behavior could be explained through scientifically-based

laws. Chernyskevsky, greatly influenced by the British

Utilitarians J. S. Mill and Jeremy Bentham, held that man 

always acts In his own best Interests, and, by the exercise 

of reason, could synthesize these interests with those of 

society as a whole. The result, for Chernyshevsky, is a

CORETTE LIBRARY 
CARROLL COLLEGE
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utopia of socialized people acting through behavioral prin

ciples for their best Interests as defined by the society 

Itself. Chernyshevsky, In this Enlightenment-inspired 

Ideal, views man as having no free will since he is perfect

ly capable of being controlled solely through reason and 

scientifically-based behavioral principles, flan's morality 

is greatly heightened in that, as the British historian 

Henry Buckle proposes elsewhere, civilization softens man, 

eventually eradicating primitive, aggressive Instincts.

Only the 'beautiful' and the 'sublime' In man remain.

Dostoevsky, on the other hand, Inveighed against all

these notions in Part I of Notes from the Underground.

First, he holds that man, by nature, often does not act in

his own best Interests.

Oh, tell me, who first declared, who first pro
claimed, that man only does nasty things because 
he does not know his own real interests; and that 
if he were enlightened, 1f h1s eyes were opened to 
his real normal interests, man would at once cease 
to do nasty things, would at once become good and 
noble because, being enlightened and understanding 
his real advantage, he would see his own advantage 
1n the good and nothing else, and we all know that 
not a single man can knowingly act to h1s own 
disadvantage. Consequently, so to
begin doing good through necessity 
be done with the millions of facts 
ness that men, knowingly, that Is,
standing their advantages, have left them in the 
background and rushed headlong on another path, to 
risk, to chance, compelled to this course by 
nobody and by nothing, but, as it were, precisely 
because they did not want the beaten track, and 
stubbornly, wilfully, went off on another dif
ficult, absurd way seeking It almost In the dark
ness .a

say, he would
, . . .What is to 
that bear wit- 
fully under-
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Neither do the scientifically determined principles of
♦

human behavior espoused by Chernyshevsky escape Dostoevsky's 

eye. In fact, he broadens this notion greatly by including 

the entire fields of mathematics and science. By the use of 

'the wall,' Dostoevsky explores and excoriates man's blind 

faith in the infallibility of scientific methods and re

sults .

Does the impossible mean the stone wall? What 
stone wall? Why, of course, the laws of nature, 
the conclusions of natural science, of mathe
matics. As soon as they prove to you, for in
stance, that you are descended from a monkey, then 
it 1s no use scowling, accept it as a fact ... .Good 
God! but what do I care about the laws of nature 
and arithmetic, when, for some reason, I dislike3
those 1aws...?

What Dostoevsky questions in the foregoing is man's

tendency to accept 'the truth,' thereby categorically limit

ing himself by dissolving the balance of purely human im

pulses. Notes from the Underground personifies man's un

bounded existence — one result of which is that purposive

activity becomes difficult, if not i mposs i b 1 e It is in

the 'extreme consciousness' of the narrator that the wall is

discovered not to be the bounds of man's reality, and the 

narrator may simply wave away scientific principles as 

determining that reality. That any expression is possible

reduces the conscious man to the level of a 'mouse': when
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all is possible, there is no appropriate, determined re

sponse to the exigencies of the world, and the mouse makes 

no response. Even those who do not share this realization 

are drawn from the circumscribed reality of the wall to the

boundlessly unpredictable:

When he prepares for any undertaking this 
gentleman immediately explains to you, pompously 
and clearly, exactly how he must act in accordance 
with the laws of reason and truth. What is more, 
he will talk to you with excitement and passion of 
the real normal Interest of man; with irony he 
will reproach the short-sighted fools who do not 
understand their own advantage, for the true 
significance of virtue; and, within a quarter of 
an hour, without any sudden outside provocation, 
but precisely through that something Internal 
which is stronger than all his advantages, he will 
go off on quite a different tack — that is, act 
directly opposite to what he has just been saying 
himself, in opposition to the laws of reason, in 
opposition to his own advantage — in fact, in 
opposition to everything.

The reason for this, according to Dostoevsky, is that

whereas man 1s rational, he is not essentla 1ly rat 1ona1 .

Robert Lord observes that Dostoevsky's intention is to

capture and Isolate what is essentially human, and that he

has decided that scientific laws and method are non-human.

The truth regarding man Is that he is wilful and capricious: 

man wants to do as he pleases.6 Reason, to be sure, is a 

faculty of man, but is in itself limited and in man is but

one faculty among many.

...reason, gentlemen, is an excellent thing, there 
is no disputing that, but reason is only reason
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and can only satisfy man's rational faculty, while 
will 1s a manifestation of all life, that is, of 
all human life Including reason as well as all Im
pulses .... Af ter all, here I, for Instance, quite 
naturally want to live, in order to satisfy all my

• faculties for life, and not simply my rational 
faculty, that 1s, not simply one-twent1eth of all 
my faculties for 1ife....Reason only knows what It 
has succeeded in learning (some things It will 
perhaps never learn; while this 1s nevertheless no 
comfort, why not say so frankly?) and human nature 
acts as a whole, with everything that Is In It, 
consciously or unconsciously, and, even if it goes 
wrong, 1t 11ves.

Given that man wishes nothing more than to assert his 

personality and his individuality,8 he cannot accept for 

long any sort of control, no matter how pleasant. Man will

rebel, because he must, as part of h1s nature, assert his

will. This stands In direct contrast to Chernyshevsky's

claim that man will abdicate the self for society as a whole

through reason. At this point, Dostoevsky claims man rebels

because he cannot abdicate the self: to do so is to contra

dict himself. Indeed, man cannot even subjugate himself to

the very scientific laws that would make such a society

possible. Man would rebel against reason itself In that

reason is less than the whole man: man would become irra

tional, or better, would vindicate his individuality over

* reason and the seduction of sensibility. Man is first an 

individual, then a reasonable member of society — forced to 

choose between the two, he is likely to become anti-social. 

If pressed, he will escape to madness, so powerful is the

impulse to be free.
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...even then man, out of sheer ingratitude, sheer 
libel, would play you some loathsome trick. He 
would even risk his cakes and would deliberately 
desire the most fatal rubbish, the most uneconom-

• ical absurdity, simply to Introduce into all this
positive rationality his fatal fantastic element. 
It is just his fantastic dreams, his vulgar folly, 
that he will desire to retain, simply in order to 
prove to himself (as though that were so neces
sary) that men still are men and not piano keys., 
.even if man really were nothing but a piano key, 
even if this were proved to him by natural science 
and mathematics, even then he would not become 
reasonable, but would purposely do something per
verse out of sheer ingratitude, simply to have his 
own way. ...If you say that all this, too, can be 
calculated... then man would purposely go mad in 
order to ...have his own way!

Those who do not assert their Individuality, or life as

it is experienced and not merely reasoned, cut off those un

pleasant parts of themselves and become less capable of

authenticity and self-awareness. In a breathtaking passage

presaging psychodynamic theory, Dostoevsky asserts how man

may lose himself to society's norms.

Every man has some reminiscences which he 
would not tell to everyone, but only to his 
friends. He has others which he would not reveal 
even to his friends, but only to himself, and that 
in secret. But finally there are still others 
which a man Is even afraid to tell himself, and 
every decent man has a considerable number of such

t things stored away. That is, one can even say
that the more decent he is, the greater the number 
of such things in his mind.10

Indeed, the whole of the Notes from the Underground may 

be seen as a repudiation of 'the decent man.' The very

title of this work is indicative of that part of man which
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often seems hidden beneath the reasonable face of modern

man: that which Is primitive and wilful. In a philosoph

ical and aesthetic fashion, Dostoevsky is examining that

which Freud would later attempt to categorize systematically 

— the dynamics of repression and the unconscious efforts of

will. It Is of interest to note that Dostoevsky has In fact

portrayed man 1n two different lights: as the rebel and the 

conformist. Yet these may actually be merely the extreme 

poles of a spectrum along which any given person might fall

In varying shades of rebellion and conformity (or, as Dos

toevsky might say, consciousness and decency). The rebel, 

in h1s awakening consciousness, is at first a cowering 

mouse, overwhelmed by the very magnitude of such a rebel

lion. Through his growing awareness he becomes conscious of 

the fullness of h1s desires, of his need to assert his In

dividuality against the unrelenting current of conformity 

swirling about him. He learns, finally, to stand alone.

(Of course, in the peregrinations of Notes from the Under

ground, Dostoevsky does not develop this theme fully, des

pite its Implications; this would be best left to Albert

Camus, writing nearly a century later.)

9 Nevertheless, for Dostoevsky the most 'advantageous

advantage,' or best Interest, man seeks for himself is this: 

"One's own free unfettered choice, one's own fancy, however

wild It may be...What man needs is simply Independent

choice, whatever that independence may cost and wherever It
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may lead."11 In short, man's best Interest only coincident- 

ally dovetails with society's, because at bottom the in

dividual man's best Interest has little to do with socl-

ety's. In that it is his own.

Yet, what of the conformist, or civilized man, for whom

Buckle held so much hope? Does he manage to expunge the 

rebelllously primitive, bloodthirsty and anti-social im

pulses he otherwise would experience? Not so, according to 

Dostoevsky. The conformist only suppresses these Impulses, 

but like the secrets of the decent man, they simply become 

unwittingly subtler. Hidden behind the guise of the sublime 

and the beautiful, his primitive, anti-social Instincts 

operate nevertheless; and because they are not recognized as 

such, these instincts are all the more pervasive and deadly.

And what 1s it that civilization softens 1n us? 
Civilization only produces a greater variety of 
sensations in man — and absolutely nothing more. 
And through the development of this variety, man 
may even come to find enjoyment in bloodshed.
After all, 1t has already happened to him. Have 
you noticed that the subtlest slaughterers have 
almost always been the most civilized gentlemen, 
to whom the various Attilas and Stenka Razlns 
could never hold a candle...In any case If civil
ization has not made man more bloodthirsty, It has 
at least made him more abominable, more loath
somely bloodthirsty than before. Formerly he saw

• justice In bloodshed and with his conscience at
peace exterminated whomever he thought he should. 
And now while we consider bloodshed an abomina
tion, we nevertheless engage In this abomination 
and even more than ever before.16

In retrospect these words take on the aura of the prophetic.

The history of the twentieth century 1s their testimony.
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It seems apparent that Dostoevsky 1s taking not a 

purely philosophical stance against the notion of deter- 

minlsm, but 1s reacting against a social Ideology which 

allows man to control man in sociological, economic, polit

ical and personal spheres. In fact, It is towards total

itarianism under the rubric of the sublime and the beautiful

that Dostoevsky expresses his greatest fears, which were

subsequently vindicated historically. However, Dostoevsky

is assuming a metaphysical position on the Issue of free

will, and, as outlined earlier, fairly closely follows the 

regard of will as taken by John Scotus: the Intellect 1s a 

power that 1s distinct from the more pervasive power of

will. Man may act in accord with reason or rational prin

ciples, but Is free to embrace any response, even an irra

tional one, or Indeed, even a mad one. (In fact. In an echo 

of Thomas More, one may need not respond at all.) For 

Dostoevsky, this is due to the claim that 1t is not pleasure 

alone which fulfills man; man Is thoroughly ungrateful, 

pursuing h1s meaning far beyond mere pleasure. What man

desires is solely to exert his will.

In taking this position, however, Dostoevsky appears to 

• have Inadvertently re-opened In a new light the possibility

of the Internal determinism to which Scotus had apparently

closed the door. He has done this precisely in h1s anti

cipation of the Freudian model of the psyche. We may well

Inquire as to the will of the decent man, or the unconscious
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will; if man is bound to act upon unknown impulses, is it 

not logical to say that he has abrogated choice and is 

driven to act specifically by some unknown cause? To appeal♦
to the extreme consciousness of the man from the underground

would seem to be of no use, given that we may Impute motives 

to him as well, and that if free will is a characteristic of 

man, it must also be characteristic of the decent man.

Nevertheless, Notes from the Underground remains a work 

of enormous importance, particularly in that it creates a 

literary tone for the philosophical development of the theme

of existential freedom. For this, we turn to possibly the 

most cogent proponent of existential philosophy, Jean-Paul

Sartre.
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CHAPTER II

SARTRE AND EXISTENTIAL FREEDOM

Freedom Is Identical with my existence.

— Jean-Paul Sartre

Jean-Paul Sartre, the great twentieth century French
V

writer, devised a formal philosophy of existentialism, 

primarily as unfolded 1n his tome Being and Nothingness. 

Sartre, a philosophical descendant of Nietzsche, Kierkegaard 

and Dostoevsky, studied under the tutelage of the phenomeno- 

logist Edmund Husserl, and was also greatly influenced by 

Martin Heidegger's metaphysics of being. Sartre's early 

work, which forms the basis of the discussion contained in 

this chapter, reflects these tendencies to a significant 

degree. Besides Being and Nothingness, Sartre, much like 

Dostoevsky, Albert Camus and other notable existentialists, 

also wrote numerous literary works Including several very 

influential plays and novels. While his vast systematic 

opus best represents Sartre's existentialist views qua 

philosophy, the diversity of Sartre's literary expression 

intentionally creates a broad sense of human freedom.
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This extension of the philosophic element from sheer 

rational systemlzatlon to encompass the entire human expe,

ience leads Sartre to claim that existentialism Is a human-e
Ism. The general tendency to expand philosophy beyond the

realm of disembodied Ideas 1s well expressed by the In

fluential twentieth century humanistic philosopher, Miguel

de Unamuno:

Philosophy Is a human product of each philosopher, 
and each philosopher Is a man of flesh and blood 
who addresses himself to to other men of flesh and 
blood like himself. And, whatever he may do, he 
does not philosophize with his reason alone, but 
with h1s will, his feelings, with his flesh and 
blood, with h1s whole soul and h1s whole body. It 
is the man who philosophizes.

Of all the existential philosophers, perhaps only

Martin Heidegger disagreed with this conception of phil

osophy; and he, in fact, would disavow being an existen

tialist in the first place. Heidegger wrote, with a thinly-

concealed swagger, "I think against humanism, because 1t 

does not place man's humanity high enough."6 Suffice 1t to 

say that that which ,s existential 1s Irreduclbly human.

Indeed, the term existence, for Sartre, refers solely

to the human condition. Being Is viewed philosophically as
*

a genus, existence as specific and self-conscious. Hence, 

both a stone and a man have being, but only the man has his

own existence. Existence thus Is purely subjective and

lacking objective necessity. Therefore, existence also

separates the subject from the object (even the man subjec-
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tively from himself objectively); a man's wishes, fantasies 

and will are separate from the reality in which they would

find their expression and satisfaction. In this regard, 

existence may be accurately stated objectively in a negative 

sense: it is a lack of being, mere possibility, an empti

ness in the totality of being. It is also free from the 

objectivity of being and as such, is non-empirleal . Exis

tence is consciousness of the subjective aspect of man, and 

is being-foi—Itself, as Sartre formulates It, in the sense 

that out of subjective feelings and desires man projects the

force of his existence. If a man wishes to achieve some end

for himself, the wish is known as that which indicates 

being-for-1tself. (In this, though, the wish is not the act 

of striving to achieve the end which 1s known objectively.) 

Being-for-itself differs from being-1n-itself, which is the 

term, borrowed from Kant, for purely empirical entitles in 

nature. While being-in-1tself "is what it is," man, as 

being-foi—Itself, "Is not what he is." Rather, man is more

than mere phenomenon: he is also a subjective, conscious 

being and as such cannot be defined strictly on a phenomeno

logical basis. Thus, Sartre says that a man 1s not a pro

fessor or a waiter in the same sense that an ocean is an o-

cean. A man plays at being a waiter, but is not defined by 

this role; an ocean, however, is what it is irreducibly.

namely an ocean.



However, Sartre denies that existence 1s known only In 

the abstract, divorced from the reality of being, because he
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affirms existence as man 1n-the-wor1d: the subjective Is

senseless, If not understood In the context of phenomeno

logical circumstance. Thus, man is properly understood as 

the confluence of subjectivity and objectivity, existence

and being. One cannot exist and not be, as being 1s the 

genus of existence. Existence is therefore logically Ir

reducible, and Is properly understood as the foundation of

the human condition. Other aspects, such as reason, are

merely modes or manifestations of existence. Thus, Sartre 

reverses the Cartesian cogito ergo sum to sum ergo cogito'.

■

We said that consciousness is the knowing being in 
h1s capacity as being and not as being known.
This means that we must abandon the primacy of 
knowledge if we wish to establish that know
ledge....It is not reflection which reveals the 
consciousness reflected-on to itself. Quite the 
contrary, 1t 1s the non-ref 1ect1ve consciousness 
which renders the reflection possible; there Is a 
pre-ref1ect1ve cogito which 1s the condition of 
the Cartesian cogito. . . .Thus by abandoning the 
primacy of knowledge, we have discovered the being 
of the knower and encountered the absolute . . .In
fact the absolute here Is not the result of a 
logical construction on the ground of knowledge 
but the subject of the most concrete of expei— 
iences. And It 1s not at all relative to this 
experience because it Is this experience.3

So primary is existence that, in a reversal of clas

sical philosophy, Sartre claims that the essence of the

existent is secondary: existence precedes essence, as

demonstrated above in Sartre's pre-reflexive cogito Thus
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"man exists, turns up, appears on the scene, and, only

afterwards, defines himself.While existence Is the first 

condition, essence, for Sartre, Is that which Is expressed 

when a man chooses to act, what he chooses to be. The 

underlying foundation for this rests In Sartre's Immovable 

atheism: 1f there Is no God (and there certainly Is no God

of which man Is empirically conscious), there 1s no pre

ordained essence of man. Neither 1s h1s fate determined by

an omnipotent and omniscient deity, nor will he be teleolog

ically defined by any like cause. Hence, essence 1s created 

by the Individual after consciousness, or existence. The 

freedom Implicit In this atheism cannot be overstated. Man

1s deluded In seeking security In dogma, or by means of even

a sliver of guiding principle. Indeed, man cannot even be 

determined by his conception of his essence: he Is defined 

by his acts, and therefore cannot fully encapsulate his 

essence. Thus, the Individual's essence Is known only

through fully completed events 1n life. Essence 1s con

signed to the demonstrable past; In that each new moment

remains open, undefined, not necessitated but contingent,

essence remains only a future possibility. Hence, man as an

existent cannot coincide with himself as an essence: he Is

"a hollow which is always future." (Interestingly, nature

Itself is also contingent for Sartre, resonating with David

Hume's earlier skepticism regarding causality. Yet, Its
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quiddity is never questioned — nature is "full as an egg,")

Thus, Sartre has developed his concept of the freedom 

of man by separating man's subjectivity ontological 1y from 

his phenomenal existence. Yet, he has done this only the

oretically. One might reasonably demand demonstration of 

the practical dynamic of this schism between being-for- 

itself and being-in-1tself. Sartre would reply that what

divides existence and essence is nothing, or perhaps more 

accurately, nothingness. Unlike other phenomena, which are 

their essences, man can never capture his essence, receding 

as it does forever into the past while simultaneously

stretching before him into the chimeric future. It is in

this lack of the coincidence of existence and essence that

"man is the being through whom nothingness comes into the 

world."3 Man stands outside his essence, "retired beyond a 

nothingness,"6 and hence Is capable of examining and ques

tioning being itself. Through such a form of abstraction, 

man falls outside of being, both in having abstracted an 

existent from its being, and in relation to the abstracted

existent.

• Abstraction in the foregoing signifies a classification
S’ s'

of subjective experiences termed "negat1ties" (negatltes) 

which Sartre posits as modes of bringing nothingness to 

existence, or "naught 1zat1 on" (from neantlser, "to ni-

hilate"). Such negatities which remove man from being,
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separating his consciousness from the world. Include the

constructs of distance, absence, regret, distraction, repul

sion and alteration. Sartre speaks of the negatltles as

subjective realities of experience through which the objec

tive experience of reality 1s negated In some manner. Thus, 

they are defined as lack, nothingness, or the naught 1zat1 on

of objective reality as felt by the individual. Naughtlz-

atlon Is not limited to abstraction, but appeals primarily 

to the way things are not, and hence indicates a conscious 

awareness of one's ability to interact, interpret and ai— 

range the situation in many possible ways. Man 1s capable

of detaching from the world, and thus It is his condition to

be free from 1t.

Sartre demonstrates the process of naughtizat1 on as

fol1ows :

I have an appointment with Pierre at four o'clock. 
I arrive at the cafe a quarter of an hour late. 
Pierre Is always punctual. Will he have waited 
for me? I look at the room, the patrons, and I 
say, "He is not here." ...It Is certain that the 
cafe by Itself with its patrons, its tables, its 
booths, its mirrors. Its llgth, Its smoky atmo
sphere, and the sounds of voices, rattling
saucers, and footsteps which fill it ------ the cafe
is a fullness of being....When I enter this cafe 
to search for Pierre, there Is formed a synthetic

• organization of all the objects In the cafe, on
the ground of which Pierre Is given as about to 
appear. This organization of the cafe as the 
ground 1s an original nlhllation. Each element of 
the setting, a person, a table, a chair, attempts 
to isolate Itself, to lift Itself upon the ground 
constituted by the totality of the other objects, 
only to fall back once more into the undifferent
iation of this ground; it melts into the ground.7
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Through naught 1zat1 on "non-being appears In the heart 

of being." Naughtizat1 on surrounds man like a muff of non-

being, and it is this region of nothingness that dis

tinguishes man's existence forever from his essence: in

consciousness man raises his essence abstractly from his

existence as he considers it — he is not it because 1t 1s

other, separated by the negatlty of the very act of abstrac

tion.

Because of the elusiveness of essence, man Is thereby

undefined, contingent and untethered to constancy. The

contingency of existence, as realized by the individual, 

implies two consecutive reactions: recognition and resolve.

The realization of the Inherent meaninglessness of existence

provokes a literal feeling of nausea, a visceral reaction of

the subject becoming conscious of the absurdity of the

universe. The individual loses his bearings, his security,

his home in the world, and like a person suspended in air,

he is beset by nausea. He is utterly alone and without

reprieve, sentenced to existence in the morass of a logical

ly unfounded universe.

Roquentin, the hero of Sartre's novel Nausea, under

stands this experience in this fashion:

All is free, this park, this city and myself.
When you realize that, it turns your heart upside 
down and everything begins to f1 oat,...here is 
Nausea; here there is what those bastards — the 
ones on the Coteau Vert and others — try to hide 
from themselves with their idea of their rights.
But what a poor lie: no one has any rights; they
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are entirely free, like other men, they cannot 
succeed In not feeling superfluous....
The trees f1oated....They did not want to exist, 
only they could not help themselves. So they 
quietly minded their own business; the sap rose up

W slowly through the structure, half reluctant, and
the roots sank slowly Into the earth. But at each 
Instant they seemed on the verge of leaving every
thing there and obliterating themselves....Every 
existing thing Is born without reason, prolongs 
Itself out of weakness and dies by chance. I 
leaned back and closed my eyes. But the Images, 
forewarned, Immediately leaped up and filled my 
closed eyes with existences: existence 1s a

9
fullness which man can never abandon.

Yet, the courageous individual does not retire fearful

ly: in realizing his own contingency, he may then embrace

the immensity of his freedom. The world opens up In a

virtually limitless melange of possibility. No longer is

the day predicated upon yesterday, or yesterday's expec

tations. Life becomes enormous in scope, and as such the

individual at once becomes the prototype of all men. In his

freedom, the man no longer can blame fate for the course of 

his life. He accepts the onerousness of self-respons

ibility. It is In this responsibility that the individual

grows aware of his responsibility for the choices of all 

men. This Is not to confer blame where It does not belong; 

rather, this responsibility is felt in that the individual

understands that in his free choice he chooses for all

peop1e:

When we say that man chooses his own self, we mean 
that every one of us does likewise; but we also 
mean by that that in making this choice he also
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chooses all men. In fact, 1n creating the man 
that we want to be, there Is not a single one of 
our acts which does not at the same time create an 
Image of man as we think he ought to be....Thus, 
our resonsIbl11ty 1s much greater than we might 
have supposed, because It Involves all mankind.

Additionally, the Individual realizes at the same

time that his choice, in being completely contingent, re

mains completely unjustifiable. This condition of ethical

tension on a moment to moment basis maintains the Individual

In a more or less perpetual state of anxiety. Hence, far

from rendering life meaningless, it 1s thrust upon the 

person to actively create the mean 1ngfulness, or essence, of

his existence.

Thus, the Individual sets about creating his essence.

Sartre maintains that to do so, the person must commit

himself to a project of life. Without commitment, one 

remains Inessential, simply floating through life. One is 

free In either case, but Sartre exhorts that one's freedom 

1s primarily made significant through project. There exists 

no fear of commitment becoming a determinism for the In

dividual; as previously seen, one remains distanced from

one's past by the naughtizat1 on of consciousness. Thus,

although man never 1s his essence, It is precisely this

which upholds his freedom. "Freedom is the human being

putting h1s past out of play by secreting h1s own nothing

ness."10 Obversely, man is not determined by the projection

into the future; indeed, It Is possible in Sartre's exlsten-
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The key of essence turns not In the project, but in the

commitment to a project. Otherwise, one's life 1s an es

sence by default, In that it Is not a conscious choice.

Decide or not decide: not to choose Is to choose neverthe

less, and 1n each case one Is condemned to anxiety and 

responsibility. Sartre cites a special case here: the sal- 

aud, or "filthy stinker," who attempts to escape anxiety by 

precluding responsibility. The salaud does not choose auth

entically, blaming his choice on necessity or duty; never

theless, Sartre trenchantly maintains the salaud does not in 

fact escape the existential dilemma. He has merely com

promised h1s existence In bad faith. As noted, anxiety 

arises from the act of choosing. Responsibility refracts

out of the choice itself. Intensifying both Is the sense 

that in projecting, the individual projects a universal 

Image of man. Yet, this project should not be understood as 

having derived from a universal Image of man:

34

I emerge alone and In anguish confronting the 
unique and original project which constitutes my 
being; all the barriers, all the guard rails 
collapse, nlhllated by the consciousness of my 
freedom. I do not have nor can I have recourse to 
any value against the fact that it Is I who sus
tain values 1n being. Nothing can ensure me 
against myself, cut off from the world and from my 
essence by this nothingness which I am. I have to 
realize the meaning of the world and of my es
sence; I make my decision concerning them — 
without justification and without excuse.“
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Insofar as Sartre elevates freedom to coextension with

existence, the will Is seen as a subspecies of freedom.

Will has the aspect of a particular conscious choice, but 1s

not to be confused with the original choice of project:

...man will be what he will have planned to be.
Not what he will want to be. Because by the word 
"will" we generally mean a conscious decision, 
which 1s subsequent to what we have already made 
of ourselves. I may want to belong to a political 
party, write a book, get married; but all that 1s 
only a manifestation of an earlier, more spon
taneous choice [than] that [which] is called 
"w11 1 " .1E

And again:

When I deliberate, the chips are down. And if I 
am brought to the point of deliberating, this Is 
simply because it is a part of my original project 
to realize motives by means of deliberation rather 
than by some other form of discovery...There 1s 
therefore a choice of deliberation as a procedure 
which will make known to me what I project and 
consequently what I am. . . .When the will inter
venes, the decision is taken, and it has no other 
value than that of making the announcement.13

Likewise, the passions do not decide a course of action 

per se. First, they form only part of the matrix of choic

es; a man may also act from reason in the same situation, 

for Instance. Secondly, emotions are not things that are

thrust upon the man: the man creates the emotion in the

light of the situation, and as indicated above, the situa

tion in Itself Is objectively indifferent. It is in the fa

shion and context of the desired ends (which are only pos

sible, nothings') that the Individual wills. The emotion
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arises from the man, and not from without. While this may

seem to be merely playing ends against the middle, Sartre

asserts that this is not the case because all choices of

will are primarily understood as intentions of the original

project of the individual.

This project originates quite early in the life of the

person, and manifests Itself in every subsequent action of 

the individual. This project can be known inductively,

Sartre claims, through the examination process he called 

existential psychoanalysis. Because of the "indissoluble

unity" of intention and action (the former does not "cause"

the latter), and since we may objectify them through the

negatities (and not merely live them), our intentions are

revealed by our actions as our thoughts may be by our words. 

Thus, in terms of one's fashion of living in the present and 

of projecting into the future one understands the continuing

affirmation of the original project. This project repre

sents, to borrow a psychological term, the gestalt of exis

tence, and this gestalt is the individual's:

Now the meaning of the past is strictly 
dependent on my present project. This certainly 
does not mean that I can make the meaning of my 
previous acts vary in any way I please; quite the 
contrary, it means that the fundamental project 
which I am decides absolutely the meaning which 
the past which I have to be can have for me and 
for others. I alone in fact can decide at each 
moment the bearing of the past. I do not decide 
it by debating it, by deliberating over it, and in 
each instance evaluating the importance of this or 
that prior event; but by projecting myself toward
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my ends, I preserve the past with me, and by ac
tion I decide Its meaning.1*

This does not Imply, though, that the past determines 

the future. Sartre holds out at any time the possibility of

a radical conversion of project which renders the past 

"dead", in that 1t ceases to be meaningful In light of the 

new project. (Roquentin in Sartre's Nausea undergoes such a

conversion, for instance.) Thus, the objectified past

carries meaning only inas-much as it is subjectively ap

prehended :

Suppose...I radically modify my fundamental pro
ject,... [then] my earlier engagements will lose 
all their urgency. They will no longer be here 
except as ... structures which one can not deny but 
which have no other meaning than that of recalling 
a stage previously traversed...In this case the 
past falls back as a disarmed and duped expecta
tion; it 1s "without force". This 1s because the 
only force of the past comes to it from the fu
ture; no matter how I live or evaluate my past, I 
can do so only In the light of a project of myself 
toward the future.15

Such is the thoroughgoing freedom of man: neither can

the situation determine the individual, nor can his feel

ings, nor can his own past. Indeed, in Sartre's usage the 

term "choice" becomes tremendously broad, including the 

setting upon a path chosen as perhaps an extremely young 

child. This choice might be so fundamental and distant that 

It either may not be remembered or not have ever been artic

ulated. Nevertheless, the die has been cast; the mold may 

be broken, however, and a new project formed simultaneously.
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Thus, Sartre posits freedom as a lack of determination, 

and pursues this lack as nothingness; in nothingness is man 

isolated from the Spinozistic chain of causality. Indeed, 

so full is this nothingness that Sartre claims ironically

that "man is condemned to be free."

Nothingness frees man from the phenomenal world in a

number of ways. Primarily this is expressed by the dictum

that existence precedes essence. Freedom also arises

through naught 1zat1 on of objective reality in that the

phenomenological world may be arranged and rearranged in

various subjective modes, the negatities; man is at remove

from the world and is capable of acting freely in relation

to it in whatsoever manner he deems fit. Yet this freedom

in contingency, once sensed, is cause for anxiety and its

corollary, nausea. Freedom implies the tremendous burden of

responsibility for the acts, of which man is the sum, in

one's life. These acts articulate the individual's image of

man; hence by extension, the individual assumes respons-

iblity for all man as well.

The individual, being fundamentally without essence,

seeks to create purpose through commitment to project. The

will is understood as a spontaneous, particular extension of

the project. Insofar as one understands his project, he is 

able to alter it, forming a new project. This exposition of

will in relation to choice, in the sense of project, recalls

Schopenhauer's formulation of will. Indeed, as Alfred Stern
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has noted, there is only a terminological difference: where 

Schopenhauer employs the word "will,” we need merely substi-

tute Sartre's "choice" to understand the profound connec

tion. For Schopenhauer, will represented the metaphysical 

basis of man through which he is defined. Sartre simply 

uses choice as that which man engages as the metaphysical 

derivation of his acts. Thus, the difference is minimal, 

and the philosophical intentions remain virtually the 

same.141 However, this would hold true solely for man, and 

then in only a limited sense. Sartre would reject Schopen

hauer's contention of a universal will in nature; he addi

tionally would abjure any determinism whatsoever in the case 

of man. Indeed, Sartre supports one of the most radical 

philosophies of freedom in the history of thought, equating

freedom as he does with existence itself.

Sartre's explication of freedom suggests a number of

difficulties. Sartre asserts that existence precedes es

sence; yet, how is this possible in that man is something 

before he becomes conscious of essence? (Indeed, it seems 

almost as if Sartre really means that existence is essence

• insofar as freedom is coextensive with existence. This

would certainly appear to satisfy the notions of the meta

physical nature of what is traditionally meant by essence,

and that nothingness lies in the heart of man: man is

essentially free.) It would seem that anything that exists
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that the sum of a man's acts constitutes a man's essence,

since these acts are phenomenal, not metaphysical. Addi

tionally, a person cannot exist without acting; how can this

imply that one precedes the other?

Also, Sartre posits nothingness as if it were a defin

able thing, which suggests a contradiction in terms; as 

Parmenides saw, we should not be able by any means to affirm 

nothingness, lest we make it into something.17 If this 

objection were to hold, we should be quite unable to see

subjective experiences as anything but an extension of the 

Parmenidean plenum, and as a result, man could not "nih- 

ilate" the external world through the negatities.

Indeed, if the negatities can be posited, they too must

be things, at least 1n the same sense as Kant's categories 

of the mind. The negatities appear to amount to modes of

thought, such as causality, which imprint a priori meaning 

onto the world. Hence, the negatities do not represent a

fundamental nihilation of reality, but rather actual forms

of engagement with reality. Sartre claims that man exists

at remove from the world by virtue of the "muff” of nothing

ness, but also that he is the sum of his acts. If this is 

so, we would seem to have fallen into the Cartesian trap of 

the duality of mind and body: if man is fundamentally 

isolated from the world, how can he possibly act in it?

40
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The situation In which man finds himself 1s Indiffer

ent objectively. Yet It does Imply a restriction of choice 

within Its very context, and does not entirely eliminate the 

possibility of a psychological determinism. This sort of 

determinism may well pose difficulties for existentialism, 

especially In that Sartre himself allows that man probably 

at first does not know his own fundamental project. Given 

this lack of awareness, we almost certainly fall Into a

deterministic construct: can we convincingly say that we 

are willing out of our project when we do not even know what

that is? It would seem that we would merely be Inventing

reasons where they do not exist; and, If we discover our

original project and look back Into our past to put prior

events out of meanlngfulness, haven't we thereby decided 

that what we have done previously did not contribute to the

project? Thus, we did not determine those events. The

implication here 1s that those events were then out of our 

hands — In a word, unfree.

Sartre has bequeathed us a great body of work, and that

which came subsequent to the material examined herein 1s ex

pressed with the same cogency. Hany of the difficulties

mentioned above, among others, have been addressed by S-

artre. However, It may be best to examine other, contrary,

theoretical systems to provide a ground for discussion of

the merits of Sartre's arguments. Two very representative

psychological schools of thought for determinism shall be



examined to provide such a backdrop: Sigmund Freud for

internal determinism, and B. F. Skinner for environmental, 

or social, determinism. The inclusion of the latter sug-

gests a natural counter-weight to the assertions made earli

er by Dostoevsky, inviting an even broader discussion.
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CHAPTER III

FREUD AND THE UNCONSCIOUS

The determining causes of ai1 the varying 
forms of mental life are to be looked for in the 
interplay between inherited dispositions and 
accidental experiences.

—Sigmund Freud

Sigmund Freud, considered by many as the most influen

tial of all psychologists, created a psychodynamic theoret

ical system of the human mind. His own influences in this 

endeavor included Charles Darwin with his theory of evolu

tion, Gustav Fechner with his quantifiable psychology, and 

Hermann von Helmholtz's formulation of the principle of the

conservation of energy. These theories prompted Freud to

create what he termed a "scientific" and "empirical" theory

of mental life. The psychodynamic theory itself proposes

that man's mind is mechanistic, composed of a number of

possibly differing motives and instincts, emotional complex

es, and drives, all vying for expression in a process of

Intricate energy exchanges.

These forces interact on two fundamentally different

levels: the conscious and the unconscious. (A preconscious

is also postulated, rather as a sort of Intermediate level -

- content in the preconscious is primarily unconscious, but



can usually with little difficulty be brought Into con-

sc1ousness.)

Freud schematically represents three areas wherein

unconscious and conscious forces mix. The first and primary

sphere Freud termed the id, which is the most primitive 

reserve of psychic content and the ultimate cause of all 

activity. The Id houses unconscious instincts, which reduce 

to two: Eros, or the desire for unity and life, and Thana- 

tos, the urge for death or destruction. Freud asserts the 

fundamental Importance of the instincts:

45

In biological functions the two basic instincts 
work against each other or combine with each 
other. Thus, the act of eating 1s a destruction 
of the object with the final aim of incorporating 
it, and the sexual act is an act of aggression 
having as its purpose the most Intimate union.
This Interaction of the two basic instincts with 
and against each other gives rise to the whole 
variegation of the phenomena of 11fe.... Mod 1f1 ca
tions In the proportions of the fusion between the 
Instincts have the most noticeable results. A 
surplus of sexual aggressiveness will change a 
lover into a sexual murderer, while a sharp dimin
ution 1n the aggressive factor will lead to shy
ness or impotence.

The ego Is a direct outgrowth of, and borrows Its 

energy from, the id, and is formed "under the influence of

• the external world around us .,,B The ego acts as an Inter

mediary between the 1d and the external world:

The principal characteristics of the ego are 
these.... the ego Is In control of voluntary 
movement. It has the task of self-preserva- 
t1on....As regards Internal events, In relation to 
the Id, It performs that task by gaining control
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over the demands of the Instincts, by deciding 
whether they shall be allowed to obtain satis
faction, by postponing that satisfaction to times 
and circumstances favorable In the external world 
or by suppressing their excitations completely.

• Its activities are governed by consideration of
the tensions produced by stimuli present within 1t 
or introduced Into it....The ego pursues pleasure 
and seeks to avoid unpleasure/

Thus we see that the ego Is the provenance of con

sciousness, activity and decision-making. Also, we sense a 

very deterministic, behavioristic flavor of those processes 

In that the ego operates out of the pleasure principle, the

origin of which obviously resides in the id's Eros Instinct.

Anxiety In this construct relates to a perceived danger,

which 1s to be avoided or overcome.

The third force articulated by Freud 1s the superego,

the repository of values transmitted primarily In childhood:

The details of the relation between the ego and 
the superego become completely intelligible if 
they are carried back to the child's attitude 
toward his parents. The parents' influence natur
ally includes not merely the personalities of the 
parents themselves but also the racial, national, 
and family traditions handed on through them as 
well as the demands of the Immediate social milieu 
which they represent. In the same way, an Indi
vidual's superego in the course of his development 
takes over contributions from later successors and

• substitutes of h1s parents, such as teachers,
admired figures in public life, or high social 
i dea1s.

Again, the superego, as well as the id and ego, 1s 

etiologically deterministic. Freud states this quite clear

ly:
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...1n spite of their fundamental difference, the 
1d and the superego have one thing In common: 
they both represent the Influences of the past 
(the 1d the Influence of heredity, the superego

• essentially the Influence of what 1s taken over
from other people), whereas the ego 1s principally 
determined by the Individual's own experience, 
that 1s to say by accidental and current events.

The amount of urging forces In each of these three

mental constructs Freud calls cathexes. The suppressing

forces In the ego and superego are termed ant1-cathexes.

Thus, the Interplay of these forces constitutes psychodynam

ism, very much based upon the paradlgn of energy conserva

tion. Calvin Hall succinctly explains:

The concept of urging and checking forces enables 
us to understand why we think and act as we do.
In general, If the urging forces are stronger than 
the checking forces, some action will take place 
or some idea will become conscious. If the anti- 
cathexes outweigh the cathexes, the action or the 
thought will be repressed. However, even If no 
ant1-cathex1s is present, the mental process may 
be so weakly charged that awareness or action will 
fall to occur .4

Arguably Freud's most critical contribution to the 

concept of the structure of the mind is the unconscious.

The postulate of the unconscious attempts to fill In gaps

created In conscious processes (when, for instance, one

flies Into an apparently Inexplicable rage). The uncon

scious is the domain of repressed fantasies and thoughts, as

well as emot1 on-1aden memories, all of which seek at least 

covert instinctual gratification. The gaps 1n consciousness
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are revealed not only by odd behaviors, but also by Internal

feelings such as emptiness or malaise. The psychoanalytic 

procedure reveals the nexus between the original, repressed 

cause and Its symptoms. As the cause becomes conscious and 

is explored, the symptoms are concomitantly ameliorated. 

Thus, the influences of the unconscious appear to represent

a force which exerts itself in the individual's life as an

internal determination, complementing the external deter

minism to be found in the superego. The ego represents the

individual's connection to reality; it is thereby determined 

both internally by the needs of the id and superego (needs 

which frequently conflict), and by the demands of the en

vironment for an appropriate response.

Thus, Freud's system in rough overview asserts a con

struction of mind in three tiers or parts. The id repre

sents innate, biologically inherited urges which by nature 

are primitive and unconscious. The ego is consciousness

itself, that part of the mind which is formed by, and press

es against, external reality. The superego primarily arises 

from external, authoritative arbiters of values, and resides

for the most part in the preconscious. Interaction among

• these three forces determines an individual's actions and

emotions, and each of the three is et1olog1ca11y determined. 

The unconscious resembles a fundamental parallel process to

consciousness, and is additionally the abode of repressed
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residue which the individual finds too painful to either

maintain consciously or discharge.

While it seems that Freud's notion of will is complete-

ly deterministic, his categorization of will falls with 

Schopenhauer. This agreement rests primarily on the deter

minism each asserts regarding acts, but also on the sense 

that there exists a dynamic Internal force, which Schopen

hauer called will and Freud affirmed as psychodynamic inter

play founded on the unconscious id. One need only add the

superego as balance to the id to achieve the same final 

notion of a free will posited by Schopenhauer. This paral

lel probably would have been underplayed by Freud, who found

little freedom in man. His "freedom" would perhaps be found

in the liberating nature of analysis, but this freedom could 

never be fully realized, given the depth and complexity of

the psyche.

Several important issues arise with regard to Freud's

paradigm of the mind. First, we must ask how a metaphysical 

notion such as the mind could come to be presented as if it

were a thing. This portrayal is clearly manifested by

statements intermingling physical and metaphysical terms,

such as: "the libido . . . streams into the ego from 

various organs and parts of the body."7 Secondly, the as

sertion of the unconscious creates the same difficulties as

Sartre's nothingness: how can we posit a negation? If

there is an unconscious, we cannot know it, because by
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nature 1t would not be conscious. Also, we may remark that

Freud's efforts, as an explanation of human reality, do not

necessarily create a determinism of man, but may rathere
demonstrate the means by which man Is able to determine h1s 

own will. In fact, 1t might well be argued that the exis

tence of consciousness in the midst of other influences

Indicates an area which Is strictly the Individual's, and 

hence free. Finally, It would seem that the very success of 

psychoanalysis supports Sartre's tenet that man 1s able to 

put his past out of commission, and thereby not only Is 

relatively free, as Indicated above, but also must by in

ference have a capacity for freedom.

Although Freud appears to be somewhat less than a

scientific and empirical philosopher of the mind (he Is far

more a metaphysician, in fact), h1s work has exerted a

profound influence on western notions of the nature of man.

He has probed the human condition in a stringent and reveal

ing fashion, and the result 1s an extraordinary explanation

of phenomena that have puzzled man through the ages. As

such, we are indebted. Nevertheless, for another view of

determinism, one which embraces a purely empirical attitude, 

• we must turn to one of the most astute representatives of

the science of human behavior, B. F. Skinner.
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CHAPTER IV

SKINNER AND BEHAVIORAL DETERMINISM

There are signs of emotional instability in those 
who have been deeply affected by the literature of 
freedom.

—B. F. Skinner

B. F. Skinner, the American behaviorist par excellence,

proposes a purely empirical understanding of human life.

His great contribution to the study of behavior and philos

ophy consists of reducing all metaphysical "mental acts" to

observable acts In a cohesive system. Skinner follows a

long line of behaviorists beginning with the Russians Ivan

Sechenev and Ivan Pavlov. Sechenev studied physiologically

reflexive movements associated with mental activity; Pavlov

originated the concept now known as classical conditioning,

wherein stimuli associated with a behavior evoke similar

reflexive responses to those engaged 1n the behavior itself

(such as a dog salivating when 1t hears a bell which 1t has

come to associate with being fed). Subsequently, theorists

such as Edward Thorndike and Clark Hull Introduced the

concept of reinforcement, providing Skinner with another

means of interpreting behavior.

Skinner differentiates between two types of behavior:

respondent behavior, movements which are reflexive and
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subject to Pavlovian classical conditioning, and operant

behavior, behavior which operates freely on the environment.

In respondent behavior, reinforcement plays no direct role.

However, operant behavior theory gathers its power from the

notion of positive and negative reinforcers. Positive rein

forcement describes the delivery of a stimulus which pleases

the individual (such as food) immediately following a desir

ed behavior, while negative reinforcement elicits the elimi

nation of an aversive stimulus by an appropriate behavior

(such as seeking shade to escape the hot sun). The concept 

of negative reinforcement 1s not to be confused with the 

albeit related one of punishment, which is introduced to

halt a behavior (such as slapping a child's hand). Negative

reinforcement gains relief for the individual, while punish

ment occurs through the intervention of a painful outside

force.

Reinforcement, in Skinner's view, is the critical 

factor in determining behavior, and this stands squarely

against autonomy:

Perhaps the last stronghold of autonomous man is 
that complex "cognitive" activity called think
ing....it has yielded only slowly to explanation

• in terms of contingencies of reinforcement....we
say that a person generalizes — say, from his own 
limited experience to the world at large — but 
all we see is that he responds to the world at 
large as he has learned to respond to his own 
small world. We say that a person forms a concept 
or an abstraction, but all we see is that certain 
kinds of contingencies of reinforcement have 
brought a response under the control of a single 
property of a s11 mu 1 us....We say that a person
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associates one word with another, but all we 
observe 1s that one verbal stimulus evokes the 
resopnse previously made to another.

® Skinner takes an extremely ant 1theoret1ca1 stance,

preferring not to begin his Investigations of behavior with 

the Investigation of stimuli on behavior. The stimuli, he

maintains, are far too complex and unknowable to predict or

control. Thus, he begins with the subject In scientifically

controlled situations, observes operant behavior, and undei—

takes to elicit predictable behavior. From a system of

rewards, he also has been able to demonstrate the shaping of

complex behavior (such as In the famous example of teaching

pigeons to play a form of ping-pong). Skinner Is able to do

this primarily through the use of positive reinforcement;

alternatively, punishment was found to be lacking in any

long-term behavioral effects, forming rather an aggressive

reaction. Skinner extrapolates h1s findings, inferring from

them that all behavior by man Is entirely determined by

environmental reinforcers.

In his book Beyond Freedom and Dignity, Skinner advo

cates the creation of a new culture utilizing behavioral

techiques. In a reprise of Nikolay Chernyshevsky's utopia

based on deterministic principles, Skinner advocates system

ic changes on a society-wide basis. Unlike Chernyshevsky, 

however, Skinner believes he has found the means of achiev

ing these changes in environmental design rather than In
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attempting to convince members of society to better under

stand their "best interests":

An experimental analysis shifts the determination 
of behavior from autonomous man to the environ
ment—an environment responsible both for the 
evolution of the species and for the repertoire 
acquired by each member. Early versions of envi
ronmentalism were inadequate because they could 
not explain how the environment worked, and much 
seemed to be left for autonomous man to do. But
environmental contingencies now take over func-

s
tions once attributed to autonomous man...

In implementing environmental control, Skinner places

man in a unique position:

[Man] is indeed controlled by his environment, but 
we must remember that it is an environment largely 
of his own making. The evolution of a culture is 
a gigantic exercise in self-control ... .A scientif
ic view of man offers exciting possibilities. We 
have not yet seen what man can make of man.3

In his extreme emphasis on behavior, Skinner maintains

that there is no need to discuss consciousness (or uncon

sciousness), no need for emotions, introspection, cognition

or will. There is no need for anything which is not empir

ical. Insofar as Skinner reflects austere determinism, he

resembles Spinoza: everything may be explained by antece

dent events. However, Skinner goes much further, negating

both the concept of Intellect and the concept of will. In 

fact, his philosophical leanings tend much more towards 

Gilbert Ryle, who also eschewed the concepts of mind and

will in a rigid determinism.
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Skinner's position raises a great many questions. For

instance, it is difficult to see how Skinner can arrive at

the conclusion that man's behavior is caused by the environ

ment when this is both his Initial assumption and methodol

ogy — in short, he entertains no hypothetical differentia

tion between determined and undetermined behavior, and as

such is lost In a circular argument. We also must ask how 

reinforcement operates if emotions and desires are inciden

tal to behavior. Additionally, Skinner makes little attempt

to account for individual preferences. How is it that we

experience the act of choosing if all choices are deter

mined; there would be no choice to be made. If the environ

ment is the source of all behaviors, what dynamic lies

behind this interaction? How do we account for the presence

of abilities such as abstraction when the environment con

tains neither abstraction nor even its suggestion?

Skinner attempts to resolve a number of difficulties by

appealing to a need for survival: for instance, this would

explain the presence of reflexes. However, this attribution 

strongly suggests the sort of will posited by Schopenhauer

and Freud, Also, when Skinner refers to natural selection,

which he does in a number of critical passages, we are

further reminded of Schopenhauer's universal will. Finally, 

It seems to be the height of paradox to claim that man is

determined when Skinner openly holds forth on his certainty

that man can control his environment, and by extension



himself: self-determination is virtually synonymous with

free will.

B. F. Skinner has undoubtedly provided a meaningful 

contribution to the study of behavior. His lack of theoret

ical origins, which he felt unnecessary, leaves a number of 

philosophical problems unresolved, although Skinner would 

probably say they are meaningless at any rate. Neverthe

less, his powerful analysis of behavioral processes creates

an apparently enormous difficulty for existential freedom.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF FREE WILL AND DETERMINISM

The philosophy of free will has had a long and often

puzzling history, varying from the rationalism seen In such

figures as Sartre, Kant, Aquinas and Scotus to the Irration

alism of Dostoevsky. Obversely, determinism has found

diverse expressions as well. Metaphysical determlnlsts

Include Spinoza and Schopenhauer, the latter creating an

original hybrid of determinism and universal metaphysical 

will. Then we have the psychological determinism of Freud

and Skinner; the former proposes the internal determinism of

an unconscious will; the latter represents a purely be

havioral determinism. The accumulation of these perpectives

is bewildering.

Perhaps 1t would be most in order to discuss freedom,

will and free will separately. Freedom 1s to be distin

guished from free will: freedom, in the sense Sartre uses

It, is the condition In which man finds himself in fundamen-

tai existence. Thus, freedom Is neither possession nor

faculty. Freedom Is revealed by virtue of nothingness: 

man, by necessity, is not an essence. He stands aloof from 

being in the consciousness of his existence. Isolated from

the world and his essence both subjectively and objectively.
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Also, In h1s awareness of the inevitability of death and the

absurdity this confers on existence, he gains an acute, even

overpowering, sense of his own contingency. Much of this is

the result of subjectivity; the modes of interpreting, and

thereby nihilatlng, the world through the negatities are as

significant as the objectivity they alter.

Will, on the other hand, may be best described as

volition, desire, force or dynamism. In Interpreting Dost

oevsky, we might well add. In the case of man, caprice or 

felicity. For Freud, the will resides In the id, and Is 

comprised of two unconscious, conflicting forces, Eros and 

Thanatos. For Sartre, will Is conscious choice based on the 

much larger concept of life project. Skinner thought 1n

terms of control and countercontrol, which, although he 

would dislike the appellative, clearly resembles a conflict

of wills.

Finally, free will might take on a number of meanings,

but for our purposes, we may define It either as self-deter

mination, or contingency of choice.

Skinner's rigid determinism deserves a good deal of

attention. As noted previously, he leaves a number of

questions unanswered. In proposing that the environment

Induces one to act, thereby disregarding cognition, emotions 

and desire, he claims that something Inherent 1n the envi

ronment determines a response. This stands In direct con

tradiction, not only to existentialism, but to an objective
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evaluation: the environment is Indifferent — it 1s our

interpretation of It that gives it meaning. The organisms

Skinner studied bear out this type of projection — they

interpreted and manipulated their environments to achieve

their own ends. There is nothing inherent in a bar that 

suggests that if it were pressed food would appear. It is 

the organism's hunger, and the acts based upon it, which 

determines the bar beyond its facticity. Indeed, it is as

if this aspect of his experiments actually lends greater

force to the arguments of the advocates of will; at the very

least, the experiments may be interpreted either way, and

thus are Inconclusive. Skinner's view virtually creates a

mythos of the environment wherein man is inexorably drawn by

the thrall of objects with innate, irresistible powers. It

is against this view that Karl Popper asserts: "Without

waiting, passively, for repetitions to impress or impose

regularities upon us, we actively try to Impose regularities

upon the world. We try to discover similarities in it, and 

to interpret it in terms of laws Invented by us."

It is by means of this human activity that man chooses,

often mistakenly. Yet, if the environment determined all,

no mistakes could be made; a person could no more make a

mistake than a stone could fall heavenward. Indeed, the act 

of choosing would be wholly foreign. Skinner might well

reply that these objections simply amount to a recognition 

of man's continuing adaptation to the environment; but if
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man continues to adapt/ he then cannot already be adapted to 

the environment, and this contradicts the notion that we are

determined by the environment. Again, Skinner may say, to 

use his own term, that the environment is constantly select

ing. If this is the case, we have Schopenhauer's universal, 

metaphysical will, which repudiates Skinner as well, Insofar 

as man is part of the environment. The truth seems to lie 

elsewhere: man, like any organism, is adapted to the world 

in his facticity, but he wants more.

Perhaps the fundamental difficulty for Skinner 1s his

apparent misunderstanding of scientific parameters in deter

mining conclusions. In examining only controlled behavior,

he attempts to generalize to behaviors which are not in 

controlled situations; and he denies free will despite the

fact that he had never considered free will as a variable in

the experimentation process. This last oversight probably 

arises primarily due to Skinner's lack of interest in theo

ry .

Skinner's admission that stimuli are too complex for

predictability raises a general discussion about detei—

minism: unlike freedom, determinism makes clear assertions

regarding necessary causal connections, and suggests the 

possibility of demonstration. Obviously, no such demonstra

tion has been successful; nevertheless, even if it were

demonstrated, if we could predict the future, the first

thing we could do would be to make a choice about whether or
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not we should attempt to change It. Skinner himself, with 

his utopian dream, bears this out. Thus, If determinism

determines, we are beset by paradox — by attempting to 

alter Its course, we are making a concurrent claim for free

will.

Actually, 1t may be well to remark that causality,

which determinism 1s based upon, Is not a disputable fact, 

but an epistemological category. As Kant maintains, causal

ity Is an a priori mode of rationally Interpreting the world

and ourselves. Kant made this assertion In response to

David Hume's convincing skepticism about causality in na

ture.

Thus It Is quite plausible to claim that all our asser

tions about the future remain completely contingent, based

upon certain causal connections we posit 1n the past. When 

we talk about causality, we rightly speak of causal links 

receding Into the past, not those leading into the future. 

Only the past 1s determined; otherwise, the future would be 

just as clear. In fact, especially as concerns human af

fairs, It Is difficult to distinguish between causes and

mere explanations. In this regard, determinism actually

asserts that we understand the past In a meaningful, but not

necessary, fashion, and the future is even less probable. 

Causality as a mode makes conjecture, but not certitude,

possible. The power of causality, though, lies Indubitably 

in that we may confer significance upon past events; 1n this
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regard, Sartre's negatities demonstrate a similar power by 

removing us from the past, objectifying it and putting it

out of commission. As mentioned earlier, however, it does 

so by engaging reality in a fashion similar to that of 

causality, not by escaping it; thus existentialism avoids

the Cartesian dilemma of duality.

However, essence is pursued elusively into the future, 

and it is in this pursuit that free will complements the

determinism we attribute to the past. The objective contin

gency of the future, as demonstrated by Hume, provides an

enormous panorama of possibility. Indeed, because of deter

mining a past, man is free to create the future through the 

same causal mode; in this light Sartre's nothingness makes

sense. As man brings causality into the world, he also

brings possibility. Forever suspended between the past and 

the future, the determined and the possible, he is at heart 

nothing, or undetermined. Thus, we may say existentialism

has escaped the Parmenidean objection: it is not that man

contains an actual thing, nothingness, but that we can a- 

scribe nothing to him in the present moment. Therefore, it

is possible to suggest that because of his capacity to posit 

• determination and possibility, man at the same time becomes

self-determining.

It would be quite reasonable to claim that such a

process as self-determination is by nature a conscious act.

if not altogether an act of the extreme consciousness of
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Dostoevsky's man from the underground. It would be quite 

apropos at this juncture to examine Freud's postulate of the

unconscious as an Internal determinism. Freud claims that

the unconscious, especially the Eros and Thanatos Instincts, 

determines behavior In specific ways. Sartre himself pro

poses the concept of original project, which, In that 1t 1s 

not necessarily rationally known, parallels the unconscious.

Freud's difficulty 1n asserting the two Instincts seems

to lie in their rather ad hoc nature. To purport that all

behavior results from the tension between Eros and Thanatos

appears unintelligible inasmuch as the "balance" of these

Instincts cannot be demonstrated; lacking any connection

with empirical reality, we might just as easily explain

behavior by the possession of spirits or a balance of hu

mors. There simply 1s no theoretical dynamic committing the

Instincts to examination. Rather, the instincts merely

serve as esoteric explanations of the fact after the fact.

In other words, we are back to giving reasons, not causes.

Since there Is neither predlctabl11ty nor a tie to reality,

the position Is as untenable an hypothesis as animism.

(Interestingly, Skinner's theory of reinforcement Is subject

to a similar criticism: if things are desired because they

are found to be reinforcing and avoided because we find them 

aversive, we have a tautology — the relationships are not

causal, but relationships of Identity.)

CORETTE LIBRARY 
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Nevertheless, the proposition of the unconscious as a

repository of repressed content maintains profound ties with

reality, and In this regard is meaningful. Inasmuch as It

theoretically supplies an explanation for the inexplicable, 

and Its exploration decreases neurotic symptomatology, this 

proposition carries a good deal of weight. In this connec

tion, Sartre tends to agree up to a point: while he disa

vows the existence of an unconscious, he affirms that one 

has chosen an original project deep In the early years of 

existence, and that one might well be operating out of a

construct which he no longer recognizes rationally.

Thus, freedom consists of uncovering this original

conflict (for Freud) or choice (for Sartre). Freud would

have us confront, and make meaningful, our pasts, which, we 

might add, become meaningful in terms of story. For ex

ample, Freud utilizes his famous metaphor, the Oedipus 

complex, to elucidate what he considers a fundamental con

flict of childhood. One might well question the validity of

such a theoretical construction, but its power 1s found in

that 1t creates a means for the analysand to comprehend his

own life, and this Is done through understanding It as h1s 

£ unique story: ultimately, the story of Oedipus becomes

par11cular1 zed in the story of the analysand.

Sartre's line of analysis is similar. He formulates 

new complexes, the Acteon and Jonah complexes, but the

result parallels Freud's. The purpose of existential analy-
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sis is to reveal the original project of the individual and, 

therefore, to be in a position to make a choice regarding

it. He may either embrace this project, or, in his realiza

tion of it, implement a radical conversion to a new project. 

In either casting of analysis, the individual's free will is

given a fresh dimension.

Neither form of analysis is scientific, since science 

cannot grapple with non-quant 1f1able experience. Yet, 

science cannot be used to claim experience is not meaning

ful; we must rather confess the limitations of science.

Subjectivity does not take a scientific language, despite 

Sartre's assertion of a phenomenology of ontology; it takes

the language of metaphor.

Indeed, this being the case, we may allow for several

distinct forms of existential freedom. There seems to be an

Inherent freedom in man's condition: he is Isolated from

the world in the sense that he chooses alone and alone is

responsible for his choice, just as he also dies alone.

There is another sort of freedom which we might call the

consciousness of contingency: this is the freedom dis

covered by the awareness of one's contingency in the face of

• an unjustifiable universe, found concomitantly with the

realization of one's Inherent freedom, as with Dostoevsky's

man from the underground. Finally, we may consider the 

freedom of project, the integration of one's life In con

scious self-determination as elucidated by both Freud and
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Sartre. Even Sartre's salaud and Dostoevsky's "decent man"

are subject to Inherent freedom; their refusal to take up

their lives authentically remains a choice.

Determinism represents a human mode of understanding

the world and man's position in it. Inasmuch as it is an 

objective mode, it is "determined" methodologically to hold

things in causal connections. There is no method of proving 

causality scientifically because as a mode of knowing, it is 

brought into the world by man. As man brings causality into

the world, he also may view himself in this objective mode. 

The result, when applied to himself, is, however, not of 

necessity deterministic; but, as man also brings possibility 

into the world, he may also provide himself freedom through

self-determination. Han is subject to, but not confined by, 

his construct of determinism; rather by virtue of existen

tial freedom, he must live in the tension between objec

tivity and subjectivity. This reveals the intentional

paradox rendered in Sartre's famous formula: we are con-

demned to be free.

4
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